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1Performance Analysis of Spatial Modulation Aided
NOMA with Full-Duplex Relay
Qintuya Si, Minglu Jin, Member, IEEE, Yunfei Chen, Senior Member, IEEE, Nan Zhao, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Xianbin Wang, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—A spatial modulation aided non-orthogonal multi-
ple access with full-duplex relay (SM-NOMA-FDR) scheme is
proposed for the coordinated direct and relay transmission in
this paper. Specifically, the signal of the near user is mapped
to an M -ary modulated symbol and the signal of the far user
is mapped to an SM symbol. The base station first transmits
signals to the near user and relay via SM-NOMA, and then
the relay decodes and retransmits the signal of the far user. An
SM-assisted FDR is used in this scheme to improve the spectral
efficiency while reducing energy consumption and making full use
of the antenna resources at the relay, since SM only activates one
antenna in each transmission. We derive the ergodic capacity and
bit error rate of the proposed scheme over independent Rayleigh
fading channels. Numerical results validate the accuracy of the
theoretical analysis and show the superior performance of the
proposed SM-NOMA-FDR scheme.
Index Terms—Full-duplex relay, non-orthogonal multiple ac-
cess, performance analysis, spatial modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
NON-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is an emergingtechnique to achieve high spectral efficiency (SE) [1],
which allows multiple users to share radio resources using
same time, frequency and code. Specifically, the base station
(BS) mixes the signals from multiple users with different
power levels, and the users detect their signals via successive
interference cancellation (SIC) [2]. Recently, relaying has been
used to enhance the reliability of communications [3]–[5]. A
cooperative NOMA scheme was proposed in [3], where the
user with strong channel condition serves as a relay to improve
the reliability of the poor-channel user. Chen et al. presented
a secondary NOMA relay in [4], where users communicate
with the BS via a NOMA relay, and a selected secondary user
acts as a relay for the primary user.
Spatial modulation (SM) has been regarded as a promising
multiple-antenna technique [6]. In SM, only a single antenna is
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activated in each time slot, which reduces system complexity
and energy consumption [7]. Consequently, SM is inherently
suitable for full-duplex relay (FDR) systems, where one anten-
na of the relay is activated to send signals, while the remaining
antennas can be used to receive the signal from the BS [8]. On
the other hand, the combination of NOMA and SM has also
attracted growing attention. In particular, Wang et al. proposed
an SM aided NOMA (SM-NOMA) system in [9], where the
BS transmits the superimposed SM symbols of users. In [10], a
two-user SM-NOMA scheme was introduced, where the signal
of one user is conveyed in the spatial domain and the signal
of the other user is conveyed in the signal domain, and thus it
completely cancels the intra-cluster interference. In [11], SM-
NOMA was invoked for the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) system,
where Rician channels are considered for V2V links. Li et al.
proposed a three-node cooperative system using SM-NOMA
in [12], where a BS serves two users, and the near user acts
as a relay for the far user.
Coordinated direct and relay transmission (CDRT) is an
effective strategy to extend the cell coverage and achieve high
SE in 5G networks. However, the main issue of realizing
CDRT is that the side information is required for interference
cancellation. To address this problem, the authors in [13] in-
troduced NOMA into CDRT with the half-duplex (HD) relay.
In order to further improve the SE of [13], an FDR cooperative
NOMA scheme with imperfect self-interference (SI) removal
was developed for CDRT in [14]. However, for the concept
of green communications, low energy consumption is also an
important goal except the high SE. Motivated by this, in this
paper, we focus on introducing SM into NOMA-based CDRT
to improve the SE without increasing energy consumption. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
 We propose a two user SM-NOMA with FDR (SM-
NOMA-FDR) scheme for CDRT, where the BS directly
communicates with the near user and communicates with
the far user through an FDR. Both the BS and the FDR
adopt the SM technique.
 Taking into account the impact of residual SI at FDR,
the performance of SM-NOMA-FDR in terms of ergodic
capacity and bit error rate (BER) for two users are derived
with closed-form expressions.
 Numerical results validate the correctness of the theoret-
ical analysis. Meanwhile, we compare the proposed SM-
NOMA-FDR with the the state of the arts and demon-
strate superior performance of the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 1. System model of SM-NOMA-FDR.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model of the proposed SM-NOMA-FDR
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1, where both the BS and the FDR
are equipped with N antennas and two users are equipped with
M antennas. Specifically, user 1 (U1) can directly communi-
cate with the BS, and user 2 (U2) communicates with the BS
through an FDR. Moreover, the SM is employed at both the
BS and the FDR. We also assume that the SI at the FDR is
not fully cancelled. According to SM, only one antenna out of
N is activated in each time slot. Thus, the remaining N   1
inactive antennas of FDR can be used for receiving signals
from the BS simultaneously.
Hereafter, subscripts B, 1, 2 and R denote the BS, U1, U2,
and the relay, respectively. Then, the channels from the BS to
U1, from the BS to the relay and from the relay to U2 can
be denoted by H 2 CMN , G 2 CNN and F 2 CMN ,
where the entries of these channels are complex Gaussion
random variables with zero mean and variance h, g and
f , respectively. We assume that the distance between the
relay and the BS is larger than the distance between the BS
and U1, hence we have h > g. In the proposed scheme,
the information of U1 and U2 are mapped to a conventional
modulated symbol and an SM symbol, respectively. According
to SM, the first log2N bits of U2 are used for selecting one
active antenna and the remaining bits of U2 are mapped to an
M2-ary modulated symbol.
In the first time slot, the BS activates the k-th antenna
to transmit the signal
p
a1m +
p
a2xn based on NOMA,
where a1 and a2 are power allocation coefficients satisfying
a1 + a2 = 1, and m (xn) is the M1-ary (M2-ary) quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol of U1 (U2) with
E[jmj2] = 1 (E[jxnj2] = 1). Thus, we have b1 = log2M1
and b2 = log2N + log2M2. SIC is implemented at U1, and
thus U1 can perfectly remove the interference from the relay.
Accordingly, the received signals at U1 and N   1 inactive
antennas of the relay can be given as
y1 =
p
PBhk (
p
a1m +
p
a2xn) + n1; (1)
yR =
p
PB~gpk (
p
a1m +
p
a2xn) +
p
IxR + nR; (2)
where: i) PB is the transmit power of the BS; ii) hk is the k-
th column of H; iii) yR = [y1; :::; yp; yp+1; :::; yN ]T ; iv) ~gpk
denotes the channel vector between the k-th transmit antenna
at the BS and f1; 2; :::; Ngnp receive antennas at the relay;
v) xR denotes a vector with entries of the relay’s signal xR
and I is the power of SI; vi) n1 and nR are additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) vectors with elements of zero mean
and variance 21 and 
2
R, respectively.
The signal of U2 is first detected at U1 by using the
maximum likelihood (ML) method, which can be given by
(k^; xn^)1 = argmin
k;n
y1  pPBhkpa2xn2: (3)
After removing the interference of U2, U1 performs another
ML detection to detect its own signal, which is expressed as
m^ = argmin
m
~y1  pPBhk^pa1m2; (4)
where ~y1 = y1  
p
PBhk^
p
a2xn^.
At the relay side, it demodulates the data of U2 by treating
the signal of U1 as noise, which can be given as
(k^; xn^)R = argmin
k;n
kyR  
p
PB~gpk
p
a2xnk
2
: (5)
In the second time slot, the BS transmits a new signal to the
relay and U1. Meanwhile, the relay activates the k^-th antenna
to send the estimated symbol to U2. Let p = k^ and xR = xn^,
then the observation at U2 can be formulated as
y2 =
p
PRfpxR + n2; (6)
where PR is the transmit power of the relay and fp is the p-th
column of F. Finally, U2 can decode the signal via the ML
method.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Capacity Analysis
In this subsection, we will derive the instantaneous and
ergodic capacities of U1 and U2 under Gaussian inputs.
1) Capacity of U1: Recall that U2 can perfectly eliminate
the interference from the relay since the signal of U2 is already
known at U1. Then, by assuming that all transmit antennas of
the BS are activated with an equal probability of 1=N , the
instantaneous capacity of U1 after SIC can be given by [6]
C1 =
1
N
NX
k=1
log2
 
1 +
PBkhkk2a1
21
!
: (7)
where khkk2 obeys the central chi-square distribution with
2M degrees of freedom whose probability density function
(PDF) is given by [15]
fkhkk2 (x) =
1
(N   1)!x
N 1e x: (8)
Let  = PBkhkk2a1=21 , the ergodic capacity of U1 can be
expressed as [16]
C1 = EH [log2(1 + )] =
1
ln 2
Z +1
0
1  F()
1 + 
d; (9)
where F() is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
, which can be given by [15]
F() = pr
 
PBkhkk2a1
21
< 
!
= pr

khkk2 < 
2
1
PBa1

= 1  e 
21
PBa1h
M 1X
k=0
1
k!

21
PBa1h
k (10)
3C1 =
1
ln 2
M 1X
k=0
1
k!
Z +1
0
1
1 + 
e
  
2
1
PBa1h

21
PBa1h
k
d
=
1
ln 2
M 1X
k=0
1
k!

21
PBa1h
k "
( 1)k 1e
21
PBa1hEi

  
2
1
PBa1h

+
kX
n=1
(n  1)!( 1)k n

21
PBa1h
 n#
:
(13)
Then, by substituting (10) into (9), we can obtain the ergodic
capacity of U1 as in (13), shown at the top of the next
page, where Ei (x) =
R x
 1 e
t=tdt is the exponential integral
function [17].
2) Capacity of U2: For the proposed scheme, the capacity
of U2 is determined by the weakest link, hence we have
C2 = min (C2;R; C2;2) ; (14)
where C2;R and C2;2 are the capacity of U2 over the BS-to-
relay and relay-to-U2 links, respectively. Since the data of U2
are conveyed in both the signal domain and the spatial domain,
C2;R and C2;2 can be divided into [11]
C2;X = C
sig
2;X + C
spa
2;X ; for X 2 fR; 2g: (15)
As stated previously, the index of the active antenna at the
relay depends on its input data. Therefore, the active/inactive
antenna (s) in each time slot may be different. Hence, Csig2;R
in (15) can be formulated as
Csig2;R =
1
N2
NX
k=1
NX
p=1
log2
 
1+
PBk~gpkk2a2
PBk~gpkk2a1+I+ 2R
!
; (16)
From (16), it can be seen that the SI of the relay greatly affects
the capacity of U2 especially when a1 is small. For the relay-
to-U2 link, Csig2;2 can be expressed as
Csig2;2 =
1
N
NX
k=1
log2
 
1 +
PRkfkk2
22
!
: (17)
On the other hand, the capacity of U2 in the spatial domain
for BS-to-relay and relay-to-U2 links can be given by
Cspa2;R = I (k;yR)
=
1
N2
NX
k=1
NX
p=1
Z
pr(yRj~gpk) log2

pr(yRj~gpk)
pr (yR)

dyR;
(18)
Cspa2;2 = I (k;y2)
=
1
N
NX
k=1
Z
pr (y2jfk) log2

pr (y2jfk)
pr (y2)

dy2;
(19)
where
pr(yR) =
1
N
NX
k=1
pr (yRj~gpk); (20)
pr(y2) =
1
N
NX
k=1
pr (y2jfk) (21)
Due to the difficulties of obtaining the closed-form expression
of (18) and (19) [11], we use an upper bound to facilitate
the theoretical solution. When we assuming that the SI is
extremely small, we can obtain
Cspa2;R = C
spa
2;2 = C
spa  log2N (22)
at the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region (Please refer to
[18] for the proof).
Then, we derive the ergodic capacity of U2. Based on (22),
the ergodic capacity of U2 can be calculated as
C2 = EG;F
h
min

Csig2;R + C
spa; Csig2;2 + C
spa
i
= EG;F [log2 (1 + min(1;2))] + C
spa;
(23)
where
min(1;2)= min
 
PBk~gpkk2a2
PBk~gpkk2a1 +I+2R
;
PRkfkk2
22
!
:
(24)
Similarly, let  = min(1;2), C2 can be rewritten as
C2 =
1
ln 2
Z +1
0
1  F()
1 + 
d + Cspa; (25)
where F() denotes the CDF of the random variable  as
F() = pr (min (1;2) < )
= 1  pr (min (1;2) > )
= 1  pr (1 > ) pr (2 > )
= 1  (1  F1()) (1  F2()) :
(26)
In (26), F1() and F2() can be derived by
F1() =
8<: 1  e c1
N 2P
n=0
1
n! (c1)
n; for  < a2a1
1 ; otherwise
; (27)
F2() = 1  e c2
M 1X
k=0
1
k!
(c2)
k
; (28)
where c1 = (I + 2R)=(PBga2   PBga1), c2 =
22=PRf .
Therefore, the ergodic capacity of U2 can be obtained as
C2 =
1
ln 2
Z +1
0
1  F()
1 + 
d + Cspa
=
1
ln 2
Z a2
a1
0
1
1 + 
e (c1+c2)
N 2X
n=0
1
n!
(c1)
n

M 1X
k=0
1
k!
(c2)
k
d + Cspa:
(29)
Notice that it is difficult to derive the closed-form expression
of (29). Thus, numerical integration is used to evaluate the
integral.
4B. BER Performance Analysis
In this subsection, we will derive the BER of U1 and U2
in closed-form expressions by using the union bound theory
[15].
1) BER of U1: The BER of U1 depends on whether the
signal of U2 is successfully eliminated. Thus, it can be divided
into two parts as
BER1 = (1  pSIC) pc;1 + pSICpe;1; (30)
where pSIC is the error probability that U1 detects the signal
of U2, pc;1 is the BER of U1 under the condition that the
signal of U2 is correctly detected, and pe;1 denotes the BER
of U1 when errors occur in SIC.
Let us denote v = kekxn   ek^xn^k2, where ek is the k-
th row of an N -dimensional unit matrix. Consequently, the
formulation of pSIC can be given by [19]
pSIC  1
NM2
NX
k=1
NX
k^=1;
k^ 6=k
M2X
n=1
M2X
n^=1;
n^ 6=n
f

hPBa2v
4 (21 + a1)
;M

; (31)
f (x; y) = (x)
y
y 1X
t=0

y   1 + t
t

[1 (x)]t; (32)
where (x) = 0:5(1 px= (1 + x)).
Recall that the signal of U1 is only transmitted in the signal
domain. Thus the expression of pc;1 can be given as
pc;1  1
b12b1
M1X
m=1
M1X
m^=1;
m^ 6=m
Df

hPBa1u
421
;M

; (33)
where u = jm   m^j2 and D denotes the Hamming distance
between the information bits of m and m^.
On the other hand, if the interference due to failing SIC
exists, pe;1 can be approximated by pe;1  1 nM1= log2M1,
where nM1 is the average correct bits of the detection of M1-
ary modulated symbols. nM1 can be expressed as [12]
nM1 =
1
M1   1
log2M1X
t=1
t

log2M1
t

: (34)
2) BER of U2: Similarly, the BER of U2 can be given by
BER2 = (1  pR) pc;2 + pRpe;2; (35)
where pR is the error probability that the relay detects the
signal of U2, pc;2 is the BER of U2 when the signal of U2 is
correctly detected at the relay and pe;2 denotes the BER when
the relay forwards an erroneous signal.
According to (2) and (6), both in the BS-to-relay and relay-
to-U2 links, the SM symbol is used to carry the information
of U2. In addition, N   1 antennas are used to receive the
information at the relay. Therefore, pR can be given by
pR  A
NX
k=1
NX
k^=1;
k^ 6=k
M2X
n=1
M2X
n^=1;
n^ 6=n
f

PBga2v
4 (2R + a1 + I)
; N 1

;
(36)
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Fig. 2. Achievable capacity and ergodic capacity of SM-NOMA-FDR. Setup:
N = 4, M = 2, a1 = 0:2; and I = 0:01.
whereA=1=NM2. The value of pc;2 can be determined from
pc;2  ABEPSM
 
fPR=
2
2

, where ABEPSM
 
fPR=
2
2

represents the average BER of SM over the Raleigh fading
channel with SNR of fPR=22 at the receiver [19].
Finally, we assume that U2 is less likely to correctly detect
its own signal when errors occur at the relay. Thus we consider
the worst case, i.e., pe;2 = 1.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the capacity and BER of the proposed
scheme are presented and compared with the multi-input
multi-output aided NOMA with FDR (MIMO-NOMA-FDR)
and SM-aided orthogonal multiple access with half-duplex
relay (SM-OMA-HDR) systems. The transmit SNR is defined
as SNR= P=2, where P is the transmit power and 2 is the
variance of noise, respectively. In the simulation, we assume
h = f = 1, g = 0:8, 21 = 
2
2 = 
2
R = 
2 and
PB = PR = P = 1.
In MIMO-NOMA-FDR, for a fair comparison, we consider
that the BS has one transmit antenna, and the relay has one
transmit antenna and N   1 receive antennas. In SM-OMA-
HDR, the BS transmits a modulated symbol to U1 during the
(t   1)-th time slot. Meanwhile, the relay transmits an SM
symbol of U2 that received at the last time slot to U2. Then,
during the t-th time slot, the BS transmits a new SM symbol
of U2 to the relay.
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the simulation results for the achievable
capacity and the ergodic capacity of SM-NOMA-FDR are pro-
vided and compared with those of MIMO-NOMA-FDR and
SM-OMA-HDR systems. The results verify the accuracy of
ergodic capacities obtained from (13) and (29). We can observe
that SM-NOMA-FDR provides a significant improvement in
the sum capacity compared to MIMO-NOMA-FDR and SM-
OMA-HDR. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that U1 achieves the same
performance in SM-NOMA-FDR and MIMO-NOMA-FDR.
On the other hand, we can find that the capacity of U2 for SM-
NOMA-FDR and MIMO-NOMA-FDR becomes a constant at
the high SNR regime, which means that the relay suffers form
the interference caused by U1 in this case. Moreover, in SM-
OMA-HDR, U2 achieves a better capacity performance than
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U1, which is due to the fact that U2 uses the spatial domain to
convey the additional information and there is no interference
from U1 in SM-OMA-HDR. Finally, both Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
reveal that the system capacity is less sensitive to SI. It implies
that the proposed system is not strict with the capability of SI
cancellation.
Fig. 4 shows the BER performance of SM-NOMA-FDR
and the comparison with MIMO-NOMA-FDR and SM-OMA-
HDR. Theoretical curves obtained from (30) and (35) are also
presented. It is shown that the BER of U1 for MIMO-NOMA-
FDR and SM-NOMA-FDR are the same, which implies that
U1 correctly detects the signal of U2 with a high probability
in this case. We can also find that the sensitivity of proposed
SM-NOMA-FDR with respect to SI is less than that of MIMO-
NOMA-FDR. Additionally, it can be seen that an error floor
occurs at high SNR region for U2 in MIMO-NOMA-FDR
and SM-NOMA-FDR. This is owing to the interference of
the signal of U1 and SI at the relay, which becomes more
dominant compared to the noise effect in high SNR region.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an SM-NOMA-FDR
scheme for the CDRT network, where the BS can directly
communicate with the near user and communicates with the
far user by using an FDR. The SI of the FDR has also been
considered. Theoretical analyses of the ergodic capacity and
the BER have been derived. Finally, the simulation results have
verified the theoretical analyses and revealed that the proposed
system achieves superior performances compared with MIMO-
NOMA-FDR and SM-OMA-HDR systems.
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